Town Hanover, New Hampshire

Petition

_______ License to Erect/Relocate Pole and Related Facilities
_______ Notification of Abandonment of Pole Location
_______ Assent to Seek Attachment from Pole Owner
_______ Notification of Abandonment of Attachment

To the Governing Body of Hanover, New Hampshire.

Pursuant to RSA 231:161, the undersigned request[s] approval of a license to enter upon the public right of way:

A. Structure/facility Description:

1) To construct, install, repair, maintain or remove one pole, being numbered _________, or set of ___ poles, being numbered ______ through ______. This authority includes associated wires, cables, and sustaining, strengthening and protecting fixtures.

   ___ Initial Construction
   ___ Relocation of a licensed pole by five (5) or more feet in any direction
   ___ Abandonment of pole location

2) To construct, install, repair, maintain or remove an attachment to one pole numbered ____, or set of ____ poles, being numbered ______ through ______ and owned by ________________________. This authority to use the public right-of-way does not grant rights or permission to physically place an attachment upon any licensed pole prior to execution of a written pole attachment agreement with the owner(s) of the pole(s).

   ___ Initial Construction
   ___ Abandonment of attachment location

B. Location of Pole(s): (Initial and Final location method)

   The property is to be placed or removed from the public right of way of the municipal highway described or named as _______________________,
more precisely located initially and as-built located by one or more of the following methods:

**Initial Location**

1) _____ GPS coordinates and location, referenced to the __________ Plane Coordinate system; or

2) _____ Attached location plan or land survey; or

3) _____ Plan as approved by the planning board of ________________,

   _____ Recorded in the ______________ Registry of Deeds as Plan # ___________; or

   _____ Unrecorded plan retained in the planning board records.

4) Installation/attachment to begin at a licensed pole numbered_____, and
terminate at ____________________________; or

5) Other method:______________________________________________.

**Final as-built, survey grade location accurate within 0.1feet,**

1) _____ GPS coordinates and location, referenced to the New Hampshire State Plane Coordinate system; or

2) _____ Attached location plan or land survey with final as-built location
Surveyed by a registered Surveyor, CAD file provide to the Town.

    Petitioner
    By:____________________________________

    Petitioner
    By:____________________________________
LICENSE

Upon the petition of ______________________, the governing body finds that the public good justifies the grant of the following license to enter upon the public right of way:

1) To construct, install, repair, maintain or remove one pole, being numbered ______, or set of ____ poles, being numbered _____ through ______. This authority includes associated wires, cables, and sustaining, strengthening and protecting fixtures.

   ___ Initial Construction
   ___ Relocation of a licensed pole by five (5) or more feet in any direction
   ___ Abandonment of pole location

2) To construct, install, repair, maintain or remove an attachment to one pole numbered ____, or set of ____ poles, being numbered _____ through ______, and being owned by __________. This authority to use the public right-of-way does not grant rights or permission to physically place an attachment upon any licensed pole prior to execution of a written pole attachment agreement with the owner(s) of the pole(s).

   ___ Initial Construction
   ___ Abandonment of attachment location

in accordance with the attached plans and location information, but subject to the following conditions:

**Standard Conditions of Approval:**

1. Each pole, its associated equipment, and any attachment to the pole shall:

   A. Be installed in accordance with the provided plans at the specified location,

   B. In all seasons and under all conditions, any equipment shall maintain a height of at least 17 feet above the public right of way,

   C. Be installed no closer than 10 feet to the edge of the traveled way of such highway location;
D. Be placed and thereafter maintained in accordance with the National Electrical Safety Code and all other applicable codes and regulations imposed as a matter of industry practice, a written pole attachment agreement, or by order or regulation of the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission (“NH PUC”).

2. As required by RSA 72:23, I (b), the licensed entity and any other entity now or hereafter using or occupying the public right of way under this license shall:

   A. Be responsible for the payment of all current and potential properly assessed personal and real property taxes upon the location as well as real and personal property taxes on any structures or improvements added by the licensed entity or any other entity now or hereafter using or occupying the public right of way under this license.

   B. Report the following events to the municipality on or before March 1 of each calendar year in order to permit a proper assessment of the property:

      1. Abandonment and/or complete removal of a pole and its associated equipment from a licensed location; or
      2. Abandonment and/or complete removal of an attachment to a licensed pole.

Failure to pay the duly assessed personal and real estate taxes when due shall be cause to terminate this pole license in accordance with RSA 72:23, I(c).

3. The licensed entity shall notify the municipality within thirty (30) days of any attachments by an entity other than the licensed entity to the poles licensed hereunder, providing the entity's name, address and contact person.

Special conditions of approval:
[City/Town]

Date: ____________________  By: __________________________
By: __________________________
By: __________________________
By: __________________________

Received and entered in the records of the [City/Town], New Hampshire at
Book _______________  Page: _______________, or file location
__________________.

Date: ____________________  ATTEST: ________________________
[City/Town] Clerk